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Nuclei: clusters of cell bodies, similar types, similar functions.
Tracts: bundles of axons, long extending, connect nuclei

What do neuroscientists see on section images?
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Brain stem

Hindbrain

Midbrain

We focus on the brainstem



Atlas: Annotated map of neuronal structures

Franklin & Paxinos
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Goal: build an atlas by learning structure locations and appearance from data

Limitations of Existing Atlases
- No 3D shape, location in 3D space
- No brain-to-brain variation
- Not updateable - I discovered a cluster of cells with unique properties but was never described.
- Subjective - Why draw boundary here? What is the criteria of identifying this structure? 

Involves:
- reconstruct 3D brains from section images
- register different brains in a common 3D space
- train structure detectors



Features of Our Atlas:

● Robust: 3D anatomical model with mean and variance of structures

● Adaptive: Updateable from new data, keep up with progress in the field

● Objective: Structure delineations are automated

● Versatile: Potential framework for compiling cell types, tract projections, etc. across 

laboratories



Data
- 11 mouse brains, 56-day old
- 20 μm sagittal sections, ~400 sections per brain, stained with Nissl
- Scanned @ 0.45 μm pixel resolution



Sections of different brains

Different brains co-registered 
in the atlas space

Atlas model (ver.1)
14 hindbrain structures

Automated annotation 

...



Sections of different brains

...

Version 2 (ongoing)
28 structures
midbrain included

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Yk7qcDvqoDY


Each brain is reconstructed as 
a 3D volume by aligning 
consecutive sections using 2D 
rigid transforms.

Reconstruct 3D volumes 
from 2D section series

Virtually re-sectioned in coronal

hippocampus

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7QZ9dtwwU4Q


Virtual coronal Virtual horizontal



Atlas building pipeline - Overview
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Manually annotated brains

Atlas building pipeline - (a) Manual annotate a few brains



Initial atlas

Manually annotated brains

(a) Bootstrap

Atlas building pipeline - (a) Get initial atlas

Atlas coordinate space



Manually annotated brains

Atlas building pipeline - (b) Train classifiers

(a) Bootstrap

Initial atlas

Atlas coordinate space

Texture 
classifiers



(b) Classify 
texture

Score volumes for 
different structures

Unannotated brain

Manually annotated brains
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Atlas building pipeline - (b) Apply to unannotated brain, generate score volumes
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Initial atlas
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Atlas building pipeline - (f) Compute mean and variation, form new atlas
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Manually annotated brains

Atlas building pipeline - Manual annotation



Annotate images
- Form initial atlas and provide initial training data for texture classifiers
- Two brains, draw contours around major structures
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Interpolate labelings to save manual work 



Virtual re-sectioning helps recognize structures



Contours in 3D
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Initial atlas

Manually annotated brains

(a) Bootstrap

Atlas building pipeline - (a) Bootstrap initial reference model / atlas

Atlas coordinate space



Bootstrap reference model using annotated brains

Convert 
contours to 
3D models

Annotated brains

...



Align &
average

Bootstrap reference model using annotated brains

Convert 
contours to 
3D models

Annotated brains

...

Instances for one 
structure from all 
brains and both 
hemispheres
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Align &
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Bootstrap reference model using annotated brains
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Align &
average

Bootstrap reference model using annotated brains

Convert 
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3D models

Annotated brains

...
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brains and both 
hemispheres



Bootstrap reference model using annotated brains
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Initial atlas

Sagittal Coronal

Horizontal



(b) Classify 
texture

Score volumes for 
different structures

Unannotated brain

Manually annotated brains

Train

Atlas building pipeline - (b) Train classifiers, classify unannotated patches, generate score volumes

Subject coordinate space



Predict: Assign each patch a score vector, form score maps
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Binary SVMs
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scores

100 μm x 100 μm patch

0.75

0.92

0.16
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Train: extract inside patches vs. surround patches
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Example score maps: Facial nerve

#160 #170

#190 #200

High score patches from unannotated

Typical texture



Reconstruct 3D score volumes

#160 #170

#190 #200

Score volume of facial nerve



#195 #200

#210#205

High score patches from unannotated

Example score maps: Nucleus of trapezoid body Typical texture



#195 #200

#210#205

Score volume of trapezoid body nucleus

Example score volume: Nucleus of trapezoid body



Locus coeruleus Nucleus ambiguus

Trigeminal motor nucleus Hypoglossal nucleus Abducens nucleus

Red nucleus
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(c) Global transform fits atlas to subject
Find 12-parameter 3D affine transform that 
maximizes sum of per-structure overlap:

Sections from the registered volume
(colored loops = structure contours of atlas)

Atlas roughly 
matches subject

- Grid search + gradient ascent



(d) Adjust each structures separately

Compute 6-parameter 3D rigid transform for 
each structure that maximizes per-structure 
overlap.

Structures match 
more accurately. 

Serve as automatic 
annotation.

Blue: before separate transform
Green: after separate transform

- Optimize over Lie group SO(3)
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The atlas in the 
standardized coordinate space



Subject (red) registered to the atlas 
(white)



Facial motor nucleus in the atlas 



Facial motor nucleus of the subject 
(red) registered to the atlas (white)



2 brains (red, blue) registered to 
the atlas (white)



3 brains registered to the atlas



5 brains registered to the atlas



All 11 brains registered to the atlas



Facial nerve



Pontine nuclei



Ventral lateral lemniscus



Trigeminal motor nucleus



14 structures across 11 brains 
co-registered in the atlas space
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Variation of structure centroid positions across 11 brains



Variation of structure centroid positions across 11 brains



Summary

Propose and realize a new type of digital atlas
- Captures brain-to-brain variance
- Trains detectors to help registration of new brains to itself
- Both model and detectors are updateable from data

Ongoing Work

- Semi-supervised learning based on registration result
- Learn from automatically obtained annotations
- Learn from co-registered brain volumes

- Cell-oriented representation of textures
- Utilization of atlas with fluorescent somatic labels and viral circuit tracers
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Thank you!


